
WEST LYNN PRIMARY SCHOOL

Year 4
Homework Challenge Spring 2 2024

We would like children to select at least one of the homework challenges below for this term,
however children can do as many as they wish. This will continue to be run alongside the regular
reading, Maths and English homework that are set. The homework is due on 22nd March 2024 and
can either be brought in OR you can take a photo of the finished piece and upload it to Class Dojo
Portfolio Page named ‘Challenge Homework Spring 2 2024’. There will be an open afternoon at
school for parents to view submitted homework on Monday 25th March.

History – The Rise of the Roman Empire

Make your own Roman Leisure Activity!

Design your own Roman Leisure activity.

You can make it from whatever materials

you like, it could be a 3D model or a

drawing. Perhaps you could create your

own amphitheatre, a chariot race

course, or even a Roman public bath. Be

creative as possible!

Maths – Times Tables

Rock, paper, times table!

Put your times-tables skills to the test

playing a game of rock, paper, times

table! Play with a family member or

friend and give them a times table to

answer after you say paper. If they get it

right within the timer you’ve set, they

get a point! Who will win? Take photos

of you playing or write down your

scores/times tables!

Science – The Ear

Guess that sound!

Play ‘guess that sound’ with your

family/friends. The person blindfolded

has to guess the sound that has been

made and write it down. Take it in turns

and see how many sounds/objects you

get right. What can you tell me about

the sound you heard? Take photos and

videos and send them via Dojo!

Geography – Northern Ireland

Draw a picture of a landscape in

Northern Ireland

Have a go at drawing a picture of a

landscape I would find in Northern

Ireland. It could be the Giant’s Causeway

or Lough Neagh. You may want to draw

a landscape of the mountains found in

Northern Ireland. Colour/paint your

masterpiece and bring it in to show the

rest of the class☺

PSHE – Healthy Me

Create your own exercise class

Get your family/friends involved with

your own exercise class. It could be some

warm up exercises or yoga. Write down

the exercises you are going to get them

to do and send some photos in!

English – Writing Persuasively

Write your own persuasive letter

Using all your knowledge on writing
persuasively, have a go at creating a
persuasive letter about something you
are passionate about. Who is your letter
addressed to? What is the message you
want to get across? Bring it in and share

it with the rest of the class☺




